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Abstract. We study the dynamics of the map E obtained by applying Euler's

method with stepsize h to the central force problem. We prove that, for any

h > 0 , the nonwandering set of E contains a subset on which the dynamics of

E are topologically semiconjugate to a subshift of finite type. The subshift has

positive topological entropy, hence so does E .

1. Introduction

Hamiltonian dynamical systems, like any dynamical system with special prop-

erties, present certain difficulties with respect to their numerical study. Recently

there has been a great deal of effort devoted to the development of numeri-

cal algorithms which preserve the Hamiltonian structure of these systems, i.e.,

symplectic integrators (see, e.g., Channell and Scovel [1988], Neri [1988], Ruth

[1983]). These algorithms offer many advantages over nonsymplectic schemes:

they better preserve the total energy, can be designed to preserve symmetries of

the system, etc.

At the same time there has been substantial interest in understanding the

global dynamical behavior of some of the classical algorithms of analysis. Stud-

ies include the dynamics of Newton's method (e.g., Curry, et al. [1983], Smale

[1985], Saari and Urenko [1984]), the geometry and dynamics of the classi-

cal QR algorithm (Shub and Vasquez [1984]), 'computational chaos' occurring

when the stepsize of a numerical method is taken too large (Lorenz [1988]),

and shadowing theorems for numerical orbits of non-uniformly hyperbolic maps

(Hammel, et al. [1988]).

In this paper we provide a simple example which serves to illustrate the extent

to which spurious numerical results may be obtained by failing to take into

account special properties of a system. Specifically, we investigate the global

dynamics of the map E obtained by applying Euler's method with stepsize

h to the equations of motion of the central force problem. This system is

Hamiltonian and the vector field possesses singularities. We show that for all
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h > O, the map E admits 'chaotic' dynamics (indeed, has positive topological

entropy). This is in sharp contrast to the dynamics of the underlying system

which is well known to be integrable.

Euler's method is clearly not the algorithm of choice for any serious numer-

ical study, and there is certainly no need to numerically integrate an integrable

system. Nonetheless, it is striking that the dynamics of E differ so radically

from those of the central force problem and, moreover, that this anomolous

behavior cannot be eliminated by choosing the stepsize small.

2. The central force problem and the Euler map

The planar motion of a particle which is attracted to the origin by a

Newtonian central force is described by the equation

(2.1) 7* = -pr~  7*.

Here ~r* is the position vector of the particle and //isa positive constant

depending on the units chosen and the mass of the particle. Expressed in polar

coordinates this system of equations is

(2.2) f.-rÖ =-ßr    ,

rd + 2rè = 0.

From the second of these equations one finds that

(2.3) pe = r2Ô

is a conserved quantity for the system. This is essentially the statement that

angular momentum is conserved.

Using (2.3), equations (2.2) are seen to be equivalent to the first order system

(2.4a) r = pr = dH/dpr,

(2.4b) d=pgr~2 = dH/dpg,

(2.4c) pr = ¿v"3 - ptr-2 = -dH/dr,

(2.4d) pe = 0 = -dH/dd.

Here 77 is the Hamiltonian (or total energy) of the system,

(2.5) H(r,e,pr,pd)= ~(p2+p2er~2)-iur~l,

and the equations (2.4a-d) are clearly in Hamiltonian form (see, e.g., Arnold

[1978]). That is, the equations (2.4a-d) have the form x = JVH(x), x G R2n

where
J=(°     l
J      V-7    0

and 7 is the n x n identity matrix.
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If we apply Euler's method with stepsize h to (2.4) we obtain the Euler map

(2.6)

r

0

P,

Pa

r + hpr

6 + hpe

Pr + h r"3 (p2e

Pe

-2

M

It is this map that one iterates when using Euler's method to obtain approxi-

mate solutions of the system (2.4). We make two observations about ^ . First,

the map preserves the fact that pe is a conserved quantity for the system (2.4).

We are therefore free to set pg = const, and reduce ^ to a mapping in 3-

dimensions. Second, we observe that the evolution of the r- and /^-coordinates

under iteration of c?h do not depend on the evolution of the ^-coordinate. We

will therefore ignore the behavior of the ^-coordinate, and devote the remainder

of this paper to studying the dynamics of the reduced Euler map E:

(2.7)
r + Ap

p + r~\B-Cr)

For convenience we have introduced the notation A — h, B = hpg , C = hp

and have dropped the subscript r from pr. Observe that the corresponding

system of differential equations

(2.8)

r = p = dHx/dp,
22    -3

Per pr     = -dHx/dr

is a Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian function Hx(r ,p) = j(p +pe r    ) -

p r~  , where pe is a fixed constant. Equations (2.8) describe the radial com-

ponent of the motion of the particle.

3. The dynamics of E

Before stating our main result we recall some basic definitions. See, e.g.,

Bowen [1978] or Shub [1987] for general background. Let / : X -* X be a

continuous mapping of a topological space X. A point x G X is wandering if

there exists a neighborhood U of x such that f (U) n U = 0 for all k > 1 .

A point which does not wander is called nonwandering, and the nonwandering

set Qf (the set of all nonwandering points) is closed and satifies /(Í2y) c Q,

Let Sn = {1,2, ... ,n} with the discrete topology and let Sn = F|o°■

the product topology. In is the space of semi-infinite sequences of the symbols

Sn. The space "Ln is metrizable, and the metric d(a,b) = I^Aa^. - bk\/2 +

induces the product topology on Zn. We define the shift map o : So —> Zn

— axa2- ■ ■ . The shift is easily seen to be a continuous n-to-

Now let sé  be a square matrix of O's and   l's and define

with

by tj(a0axa2

1 map of Z

1aW = {a = a0axa2 ■ ■ ■ G 2Zn\s/a a    = 1, /= 1,2, ...}. Letting aw denote the

restriction of a to Zt/ , we call the pair (Z^ , o A a subshift of finite type. The
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matrix sé is called the transition matrix of the subshift. sé can be shown to

have at least one positive eigenvalue X (Gantmacher [I960]).

Finally we recall the definition of topological entropy. We shall assume

that I is a compact metric space. A set S c X is (n,e)-separated for /

if x,y G S implies d(f (x),f (y)) > e for some 0 < k < n. Let s(n ,e) =

max{card S\ 5 is (n, e)-separated for / } and define the growth rate h(f, e) =

limsupn^oolns(n ,e)/n. The topological entropy of / is h(f) = lim(^0 h(f ,e).

In general, h(f) is difficult to compute. But for a subshift of finite type we have

h(o^) = ln(A*), where X* is the largest eigenvalue of the transition matrix sé

(Bowen [1978]).

Theorem A. Let E be as in (2.7). Then for all A > 0 the nonwandering set

Q of E contains a subset A such that the action of E on A is topologically

semiconjugate to the subshift of finite type with transition matrix

0    1    0'
0   0    1

That is, there exists a continuous surjective map k such that the following dia-

gram commutes.

A   —E—+   A

I«

Moreover, (1^ ,rj;/) has topological entropy h(o^) > 0, hence h(E) > 0.

To prove the theorem we construct three compact sets 3?x, 3?2, S?^ in R -

{r = 0} such that

(3.0) E{3TX) D JT2,        E(JT2) D ̂ ,        E(JT3) 3J¡UJ2.

Define An = (.Wx uJf2uJf})nE~n(Jfx uJ^uJfj). Then by (3.0) each An is a

nonempty compact subset of J?x L)Jf2 \jJTy Moreover, A^ d An+X for all n ,

and thus A = fÇ=0 An is a nonempty compact Ti-invariant subset of the plane.

We associate with A the 3 x 3 matrix sé defined by

f 1    if E(.W) d 3t.,
sé.=\ ''       J

1      \0   otherwise.

By (3.0), sé is the matrix given in the statement of the theorem.

For each xeAwe define k(x) G Iry by (k(x))¡ = ;' if E'(x) g5Í-, i > 0,

j = 1,2,3. The map k : A —► Zry is surjective by the definition of sé and is

easily seen to be continuous and to commute with the shift ow.

Finally we observe that sé has characteristic polynomial p(X) = l-X(X -1)

which can be seen to have a root  X    satisfying   1   < X    <  2.    Since the
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topological entropy of (£^,0^) is h(o^) = ln(A*),   where X* is the largest

positive eigenvalue of sé , we find h(o^) > ln(AJ > 0.

We begin our construction of the sets Jfx,Jf2,Jf3 by defining two regions in

the plane, the 'triangle'

T:{(r,p)\r>0,p<-r/A},

and the ' ^-chisel'

Cß : {(r,p)\ -ß<r<0,ß> 0} n {(r,p)\r <0,p > -r/A}

(see Figure 1).

Figure 1. The regions T and Ca.

Proposition 1. The triangle T has a pre-image T in the right half-plane r > 0.

Moreover, there exists K > 0 such that if (r,p) g T~ , then r > 0 and p < K.

Proof. We prove this proposition in two parts.

Lemma 1. The ray Jz^. = {r = k,p < —k/A}, k > 0 has a pre-image in the

right half-plane.

Proof of Lemma 1. We must show that the system of equations

r + Ap = k,
-3

(3.1a)

(3.1b) p + rJ(B-Cr)=px

always has a solution (r,p) with r > 0.
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From (3.1a) we find p = (k - r)/A. Now the image of (r, (k - r)/A) under

E is

(3.2) E(r,(k - r)/A) = (k,(k- r)/A + r-3 (B - C r)).

Define

(3.3) fx(r) = (k-r)/A + r3(B-Cr).

Then fx(r) is continuous for r > 0, limr_<0+ fx(r) - +00 and limr^+oo fx(r) -

-co. Since /, is onto (-00, + 00), the ray p = (k - r)/A, r > 0 maps onto

S?k under E,  hence it contains a pre-image of S?k .

Letting k vary over all positive numbers, the 5Ck cover T, and their pre-

images 2Ck ' cover a pre-image T~ of T, establishing the first statement of

Proposition 1.

The second statement follows from

Lemma 2. There exists K > 0 such that if p > K then E(r,p) cannot lie in

the fourth quadrant {r > 0,p < 0}.

Proof of Lemma 2. Consider the image of the horizontal line p = K, K > 0 :

(3.4) {r,K)-^(r + AK,K + r~3 (B - Cr)) = (r, ,px).

Let f2(r) - r~ (Cr-B). One easily establishes that rt - 3B/2C is a global

maximum for f2 and that f2(rj = 4C3/27ß2. Thus for K > 4C3/2752 we

have px= K + r~3 (B - C r) > 0,  and E(r,K) is not in the fourth quadrant.

This completes the proof of Proposition 1.   D

Next we observe that the /?-chisel C„ is mapped by E onto the region shown

in Figure 2. To see this, note that the vertical ray r = -ß, p > -ß/A, ß > 0

maps onto the ray

P = r/A+pß,    r>0,

(3.5) pß = ß/A-ß-3(B + Cß).

Since p„ —y +00 as ß —y +00 and p„ -* -co as ß —> 0+ , by Lemma 2 we see

that for ß > 0 sufficiently large, E(Cß) D TuT~l. Fix such a ß, say ß = /?,.

Consider the image of the line segment Jzfa : {(r, - a)\a > 0,   0 < r < a A}

under E which is given by the graph of the function

(3.6) f}(r) = -a + (r + Aa)~3[B-C(r + Aa)],    -Aa<r<0

(see Figure 3).

We note several features of E(5fJ. First, /3(0) = -a+(Aa)~i[B-CAa] < 0

if q > 0 is sufficiently large, say a = ay Next, note that /3(r) —► +00 as

r —► (-Aa)+. Moreover, if ßx  is chosen as above then -Aa < -ßx  for a > 0
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P   t

Figure 2. The image E(Cß) of the ß-chisel.

W„)

*■ r

Figure 3. E(2' ) and the subtriangle T

sufficiently large, say a = q4. Finally, let  Ta c T be the subtriangle shown

in Figure 3.   The above observations show that if a,  > max{a3,a4}  then

E(TjDCe¡  for a>ax.

Fix a = a,  for some such choice of a,.
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Proposition 2. The triangle Ta has a bounded pre-image T~ in the right half-

plane.

Proof. In Proposition 1 we established the existence of a pre-image in the right

half-plane. We need to show that T~   is bounded. In Lemma 2 we established
r fil

an upper bound on the p-coordinate of points in  T~ ,   i.e.,  (r,p) G T~

implies p < K for some K > 0.

Let Rt   denote the rectangle

Rat :{(r,p)\0<r<Aax,   -ax<p<0},

where a,  is as above. Notice that R    D T .

Lemma 3. There exists K2 > 0 such that if p < -K2 then E(r,p) <$. Ra .

Proof of Lemma 3. Consider the image of the horizontal line p = -K2.

E(r, -K2) = (r-AK2,-K2 + r"3 (B - C r)) = (r2 ,p2).

We seek K2 such that

p2 = -K2 + r~3(B-Cr)<-ax,

that is,

7i2>a, +r~3(B-Cr).

In the proof of Lemma 2 we showed that f2(r) — r~~ (B - C r) has a global

maximum at rt — 3B/2C. Since ax is a positive constant, we can clearly

choose a suitable K2 > 0.

Thus T~   must lie in the infinite strip {r > 0,  - K2< p < K} where K is

as in Lemma 2.

Lemma 4. There exists Kx > 0 such that if r > Kx and -K2 < p < K, then

E(r,p) £ Rai.

Proof of Lemma 4. Consider the image of the vertical line segment r = Kx,
-K2<p< K.

E(KX ,p) = (Kx +Ap,p + K;3 (B-CKx)) = (rx ,px).

We seek A^, > 0 such that

rx = Kx + Ap > Aax ,

that is,

Kx >A(ax-p).

Since -K2 < p < K, we see that A (ax - p) < A (ax + K2). Thus, for Kx >

A (ax + K2),  we obtain the conclusion of the lemma.

Lemmas 2, 3, and 4 together imply that  T~    must lie in the rectangle

bounded by r = 0, r = Kx, p = -K2,  and p = K. Hence Ta   has bounded
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pre-image T~   in the right half-plane. This concludes the proof of Proposition

2.    D

Having established that   Ta    has bounded pre-image, and recalling that

E(Cßi) covers both Ta¡ and T~   (Figure 2), we can select a subchisel,

Cßi ß2 : {-/?, < r < -ß2 < 0} n {(r,p)\r < 0, p > -r/A},

such that E(Cn n) D T uT. Since T uT1 are contained in some

compact rectangle in the right half-plane, we can select a compact subset ^ of

Cß ß   whose image E(Jf^) still covers Ta ui^1 (Figure 4).

¿si-*

N
-1-r—

-ßx - h

Figure 4. The set f/tfy

Next observe that since E(Tn¡) D C„ D ^ and ^ is compact, we can se-

lect a compact subset f%2 c Ta   whose image E(3f2) contains Jiy Finally,

J^2 compact implies that its pre-image ^ c T~ is also compact. Thus

we have constructed the desired compact sets 3tfx,3?2,3i^ such that E(f%x) D

J?2, E(Jf2) D <X3 , and E(J?3) d f%x \j3f2. This completes the proof of Theorem

A.    □
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4. Discussion

The classical approach to numerical simulation of finite dimensional dynam-

ical systems consists of replacing the original system of ordinary differential

equations by a discrete mapping which one iterates. One hopes that if the cho-

sen numerical method has a sufficiently small truncation error then, all other

things being equal, one need only choose the stepsize small to guarantee accu-

rate results. We have constructed an example which suggests the possibility that,

in general, there may be global dynamical phenomona associated with the nu-

merical scheme that cannot be eliminated in this fashion. The results of Lorenz

[1988] suggest that the global dynamical behavior of a numerical method is very

scheme dependent. Lorenz studies bifurcations which occur as one increases the

stepsize of a numerical method as applied to a dynamical system possessing an

attractor. These bifurcations are observed to be very method dependent, even

for numerical schemes having the same order truncation error.

There is some reason to believe that it will be difficult to obtain general

global results such as we have obtained for our example. The main obstruction

concerns the behavior of numerical methods under change of coordinates. That

is, given a dynamical system

(4.1) X = F(X)

and a smooth change of coordinates

(4.2) Y = G(X)

which transforms (4.1 ) into

(4.3) Y = [DG(Y)flF(G(Y)),

then the vector fields of (4.1) and (4.3) are equivalent. However, if we apply

the same numerical method JV to (4.1) and (4.3), then it is not true in general

that the maps J¥(X) and J^(Y) are topologically conjugate.
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